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What was this? Did this little rascal just recall bidding him farewell?

Corinne turned and smiled at Rosie. “Sorry to make you spend a grand, Miss Rosie, and I almost forgot to say goodbye to you,

too.”

Jeremy’s face sank.

Rosie was stunned for a moment, feeling that Corinne’s words had an ominous undertone to them, but she could only respond

with a smile as all eyes were on them. “Oh, you’re too polite, Corinne!”

Corinne smiled, walked toward her, and returned Rosie’s ‘warm‘ hug before she whispered in her ear, “I just forgot to clarify with

Miss Rosie that I never urged Jeremy to divest, and I didn’t even know that he invested in your family. You just provoked me, is

all.

“If I ever wanted to seek revenge, I’ll do it myself, and I’ll never punish you by provoking your friendship with Jeremy. If I do it

myself, it’ll be worse than what he would’ve done. I don’t cause trouble, but I’m not afraid of it either.

“If you dare to challenge me again, I’ll kill you.”

Rosie felt a chill down her spine, and fear immediately rose in her heart.

When she regained her senses, she felt dissatisfied again. She ground her teeth secretly, and the smile on her face froze with

anger, but she could not possibly retaliate with everyone around them.

At this moment, she understood that Corinne deliberately reserved the venue for three days next month, not at all to compensate

everyone but simply to screw her!

Although she acted like 1800 dollars was just a small amount, it still hurt her to spend it like this.

She could have bought a quality designer bag, yet it all went for naught!

Corinne, this little b*tch, was too brazen!

So much for not having Jeremy to do it if she wanted to seek revenge…and she dare threaten to r if she dared to provoke her

again?

Tch. She overestimated herself.

Rosie admitted that Corinne was skilled, but she was far from being able to deal with a noble lady like her!

She was the daughter of a famous family; money, connections, and power were all born with her. How could a country bumpkin

like Corinne retaliate against her if she wanted to?

Their family might have been in a downturn these years, but a skinny camel was always bigger than a horse, and even a single

hair of hers was a hundred times more precious than a village girl like Corinne!

It would not be long. As soon as Anya would return, Jeremy would change his mind and lose interest in Corinne!

At that moment, Corinne would lose Jeremy–her nominal husband–and his protection. By then, she would no longer be the

prideful tiger she pretended to be, no doubt!

The reality would make her understand that she, Corinne, was nothing but sh*t!

After talking with Rosie, Corinne strolled past Jeremy and left the suite without looking back.

Jeremy’s expression was indescribable.

Did that little rascal really ignore him?!

Zeke leaned over and put his hand on Jeremy’s shoulder. He clicked his tongue mischievously.” Jeremy, your wife is ignoring

you!”

Jeremy’s eyebrows sank.

He slapped Zeke’s arm off in disgust and turned around to leave, but Sunny came over and stood in front of him, asking in a

serious tone, “Jeremy, what did my sister tell you on the phone? Did she say when she’ll come back?”
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